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AUDIO: Israel’s “Operation Justified Vengeance”
and The Invasion of Gaza
Pacifica Radio program

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky
Global Research, January 17, 2009
Pacifica Radio 17 January 2009

GUNS AND BUTTER on Pacifica Radio

Bonnie Faulkner Interviews Michel Chossudovsky

The  Invasion  of  Gaza”  with  Michel  Chossudovsky  discussing  Israel’s  broader  military-
intelligence plan, “Operation Justified Vengeance” (Ariel  Sharon 2001) of  which “Operation
Cast Lead” is part; the assassination of Yaser Arafat; the humanitarian crisis; strategic gas
reserves  offshore  from Gaza;  and Israel’s  energy  transport  corridor  along the  coast  of  the
eastern Mediterranean.
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Global Research. He has taught as visiting professor in
Western Europe, Southeast Asia, the Pacific and Latin
America. He has served as economic adviser to
governments of developing countries and has acted as
a consultant for several international organizations. He
is the author of 13 books. He is a contributor to the
Encyclopaedia Britannica. His writings have been
published in more than twenty languages. In 2014, he
was awarded the Gold Medal for Merit of the Republic
of Serbia for his writings on NATO's war of aggression
against Yugoslavia. He can be reached at
crgeditor@yahoo.com
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